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Capgemini etl testing interview questions and answers

General tips: The company organizes CDs every weekend, but they are not available. They'll just say you're selected and you'll get a call from hr for a customer round, then we'll offer you. I'm facing the same thing and I'm still not about to call from hr. I asked and it seems that they do this at all. They seem to be doing this to save their face. Skills: Analytical SkillsDuration: &gt;3
MonthsRead More CTAIf you are fresher or professional and looking for a platform to prepare for job interviews at ETL Testing, then this is the right place for you. Etl Testing Interview Questions blog has been developed by experts to help you move forward in ETL Testing's career without any difficulty. It takes you through questions from basic to advanced level, which are usually
asked during job interviews in this area. Review the ETL interview questions listed below and make sure you prepare them before going to your job interview: Q1. Compare ETL testing with manual testing. In the second quarter. What is ETL? In the third quarter. Why is ETL testing required? In the fourth quarter. What are the responsibilities of an ETL tester? In the 5th. What are
the different tools used in ETL? In 6th place. Define ETL processing. Q7. What does ETL testing operations include? 8th. List several ETL bugs. In the 9th. What's the fact? What are the types of facts? In the 10th. What are cubes and OLAP cubes? The two parts of the ETL Test Interview blog are as follows: 1. Basic 2. Average Check this video on ETL testing tutorial: Top ETL
Testing Interview Q&amp;A Top ETL Testing Interview Q&amp;A 1. Compare ETL testing with manual testing. CRITERIA ETL Testing Manual Basic Procedure Writing scripts to automate the testing process Method of compliance and testing Requirements No additional technical knowledge is needed, besides understanding the software Needs technical knowledge of SQL and
Shell scripts Efficiency quickly and systematically, and provides the best results Time and effort required, and prone to errors 2. What is ETL? ETL refers to the retrieval, conversion and loading of data from each external system to the required location. These are the main three steps in the data integration process. Retrieval means locating data and removing it from the output
file; Transform is the process of transporting it to the desired target file, and in the Loading stage the file is loaded into the target system in the specified format. 3. Why is ETL testing required? To keep an eye on data that is transferred from one system to another To monitor the efficiency and speed of the process To achieve fast and best results Learn more about the ETL testing
process through this Data Warehouse Instruction! 4. What are the responsibilities of an ETL tester? ETL Tester: Requires in-depth knowledge of ETL tools and processes You must write SQL queries for different During the testing phase You should be able to perform different types of tests and maintain verification other functionalities of the process Must regularly carry out quality
checks 5. What are the different tools used in ETL? Cognos Solution Flow Oracle Warehouse Builder Business Objects XI SAS Business Warehouse SAS Enterprise ETL Server Interim Interview Questions 6. Define the ETL processing testing process. ETL: Although there are many ETL tools, there is a simple testing process commonly used in ETL testing. It is important to
introduce the ETL tool into your business. Having a well-defined ETL testing strategy can make the testing process much easier. Therefore, this process must be completed before you start integrating data with the selected ETL tool. In this etl testing process, a group of experts that include the programming and development team will start writing SQL statements. The
development team can customize them as required. ETL Test process has the following stages: Analysis requirements: Understanding the structure of the business and their specific requirements. Validation and evaluation of the test: Assessment of the time and expertise required to carry out the procedure. Test planning and test environment design: Based on evaluation data,
the ETL environment is planned and worked. Preparation and execution of test data: Test data shall be prepared and performed as required. Summary report: After completion of the test, a brief summary report on improvisation and final examination shall be drawn up. To learn more in detail, join Intellipaat's ETL testing course! 7. What does ETL testing operations include? ETL
testing includes: Verify that data is transformed exactly according to business requirements Verify that scheduled data is loaded into the data warehouse without interruption or loss of data Make sure that the ETL application reports invalid data and replaces with default values Make sure that the data is loaded in an expected time period to improve scalability and performance 8.
List several ETL bugs. Calculating user Bug Source Bug Load Error related to bug errors In addition to the above ETL testing issues, there may be other important issues where you may need to mention the ETL tools that you used earlier. You may also be asked about the debugging problems you encountered in your earlier real-time experience. Are you interested in studying
ETL in detail? Check out our ETL course for beginners! 9. What is a fact? What are the types of facts? Fact is a central component of a multidimensional model that contains the measures to be analysed. Facts are about dimensions. Types of facts are: Additive Facts Semi-Supplement Facts Interinstitutional Facts If you have any questions, visit our ETL Testing Community and
clarify all your doubts today! 10. What are cubes and OLAP cubes? The cubes are for data processing consisting of tables of facts and dimensions from the data warehouse. They provide Analysis. OLAP stands for Online Analysis Processing and OLAP cubes store volumetric data in multidimensional form for reporting purposes. They consist of facts called measures categorised
by dimensions. 11. Specify the types of application data. What is the difference between data retrieval and data storage? Types of database applications are: Analytical data processing processing Data processing Data mining can be defined as the process of extracting hidden predictive information from large databases and interpreting the data, while data storage can make the
use of a data mine for analytical data processing in a faster way. Data storage is a process of aggregation of data from multiple sources in a common repository. List of the most frequently asked ETL Testing Q&amp;A questions to help you prepare for the upcoming interview: Business information and data are key for any business and company. Many companies invest a lot of
time and money in the process of analyzing and sorting this vital information. Analyzing and integrating data has acquired a huge potential market and so to make this process organized and simple, ETL testing tools are introduced by many software vendors. There are many open source ETL tools on the market where sellers allow users to directly download free versions from
their official website. All major features will be available in this free download, but to take it to the next level, the company must subscribe to payment providers. Each company has a different structure and model of the business, so they need to do a clear analysis before choosing the ETL tool for their business. Using these open source ETL tools, businesses have the opportunity
to try out free software tools without huge investment. All software giants have introduced their own BI tools. Most of the ETL tools used are as shown below: Thanland Open StudioOver ETLElixirPentahoInformaticaIBM - Cognos Data ManagerOracle - Data IntegratorSAS – Data Integration StudioAB Initio, SAP - Business Objects Data Integrator When ETL tool is selected, the
next step will be testing using these tools. Here the company will know if they are on the right path when choosing the tool. Since these tools help to deal with a huge amount of data and historical data, it is necessary to carry out etl testing. To monitor the accuracy of the data, ETL testing is very important. There are two types of ETL testing: Application TestingData Eccentric
TestingETL Testing Testing Testing Process: Although there are many ETL tools, a simple testing process is commonly used in ETL testing. It is important to introduce the ETL tool into your business. Having a well-defined ETL testing strategy can make the testing process easier. Therefore, this process should be followed before you start with the selected ETL tool. In the
process, a group of experts involved in programming and the development team will start writing SQL statements. The development team can customize as required. The ETL test process includes: Analyzing the requirement: Understanding the structure of the business and their specific requirement. Validation and evaluation of the test: Assessment of the time and expertise
required to carry out the procedure. Test planning and test environment design: Based on evaluation data, the ETL environment is planned and worked. Preparation and execution of test data: Test data shall be prepared and performed as required. Summary of the report: After completion of the test, a brief summary report on improvisation and final examination shall be drawn up.
ETL Testing Interview Questions With the huge requirement for ETL testing, comes a huge requirement for experts to perform these ETL process tests. Today there are many jobs for this process. But only if you are well aware of the technical characteristics and applications, you will have a chance to get hired in this account. You need to be well prepared for these basic ETL tool
concepts, their techniques and processes to give your best shot. Below you can find a few questions and answers that are more frequently asked in ETL testing interviews:Q #1) What is ETL? Answer: ETL refers to retrieving, converting and loading data from any external system to the required location. These are the main 3 steps in the data integration process. Retrieval means
finding data and removing from the source file, conversion is the process of transporting them to the required target file and loading the file into the target system in the format applicable. #2) Why is ETL testing mandatory? Answer: ETL testing is necessary In order to maintain verification of the data that is transferred from one system to another. To monitor the efficiency and
speed of the process. Get to know the ETL process well before it is realized in your business and production. Q #3) What are the responsibilities of an ETL tester? Answer: Responsibilities include Explained knowledge of TL tools and processes. You must write SQL queries for the different scenarios during the testing phase. You should be able to perform various tests, such as
the default primary key, and monitor the other functions of the ETL process. Quality CheckQ #4) What are dimensions? Answer: Dimensions are the groups or categories by which aggregated data is sorted. Q #5) What applies to the braking area? Answer: The stop zone is where the data is temporarily stored in the data integration process. Here the data is cleaned and checked
for duplication. Q #6) Explain ETL mapping sheets. Answer: ETL mapping sheets contain all the necessary information from the source file, including all rows and columns. This sheet helps the experts in the SQL queries for ETL testing tools. Q #7) Mention several test cases and explain them. Answer: Check a document of compliance – Check if the TL information is provided in
mapping Doc.Data Check – Any aspect that relates to the data, such as data validation, count verification, null verification are tested in this caseCorrection problems – misspelled data, inaccurate data and zero data have been tested. Q #8) List of multiple ETL errors. Answer: Calculation error, User interface error, Source errors, load error, ECP associated with bug. In addition to
the above ETL testing questions, there may be other important issues where you may be asked to mention the ETL tools you used earlier. You may also be asked about the debugging problems you encountered in your earlier experiences or any real-time experience. I hope these basic first-step questions are useful for your ETL testing interview. Interview.
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